Object recognition in natural surroundings is one of the most ambitious goals of digital image processing. In our work, strategies for the analysis of traffic scenes are investigated. The Hierarchical Structure Code (HSC) is applied to this problem and it has been shown that fast object recognition is possible. The HSC provides a unified approach for contour-based and region-based descriptions of structures. Hardware is being built to compute the HSC in video real time and a library of HSC-operations has been developed to extract invariant features like structure types, shape descriptions, or relations between structures. As part of the PROMETHEUS-project, we examined a set of 141 traffic scenes in order to develop strategies for an automatic analysis. Some of them are already implemented by using the set of domain independent HSC-operations together with some newly created ones. Hereby, we could show that fast analysis of traffic scenes is possible with the HSC by using parallel hardware architectures. 
Introduction
Among other applications like object recognition of industrial workpieces 9 , we have been dealing for some time with the analysis of traffic scenes. As part of automatic copilotsystems with the ability of road tracking, obstacle avoidance and traffic sign recognition, several efforts have been made during the last few years by a lot of research groups. Most of them were concentrated on road boundary detection as a subgoal of autonomous driving 1, 3, 13 . Mainly, scenes of lane markings discernible looking from ground features like highways were analysed. Nevertheless, systems are already implemented and successfully tested for driving not only on highways but also on campus in a robust and reliable manner as shown by 2, 3 . Up to now, only a few systems are designed for traffic sign detection, one of them is described in 12 . Usually, the road boundaries are used for a segmentation of the image in order to minimize analysing costs and submodules are integrated to handle the different tasks 10 . Yet, less work is done in the field of vehicle rears' identification 5 .
In our work, we are mainly concentrating on traffic sign detection in scenes of the German autobahn. Therefor, homogenous modules based on the HSC have been implemented for both: detecting road boundaries and determining a region of interest as well as traffic sign detection.
The Hierarchical Structure Code
The process of building the HSC consists of an encoding and a linking procedure which are a transition from the signal space of an image into the space of its symbolic representation. During the encoding procedure, the hexagonal digitized image is subdivided into overlapping islands of seven pixels. Thus, continuous structures like dark and bright lines, areas, vertices or edges are subdivided in structure elements. The information about a structure element within an island, together with its coordinate is represented by a "codeelement" <t;m;ϕ|k;n=0;r;c>. The type of the structure element is encoded by t, its shape and orientation by m and ϕ, while r;c is called the "coordinate" of the codeelement and |k;n;r;c> its "hierarchical coordinate". This encoding process is done on several different resolution levels k with a pixel distance of 2 k in different spatial frequency channels. This provides us with similar code for small lines and regions as for broad lines and wide regions on all levels. During the linking process seven islands I|k;n> are put together to a bigger island I|k;n+1>. In a first step, codeelements of the seven islands I|k;n> are analysed for continuity. In a second step, continuous structures are represented by a codeelement <t;m;ϕ|k;n+1;r;c>. After the n=m'th repetition of this linking process a continuous structure is represented by just one single codelement <t;m;ϕ|k;n=m;r;c> which is called the "root node" of the structure. Of course, the linking process finally ceases when one island covers the whole image.
Hereby, a hierarchical data structure is built, consisting of "code trees" for all structures in the image. A more precise description of the encoding and linking process can be found in 4 . The main reason for this linking process is to get an easy and very fast access to the dominant, continuous structures of an image. These structures are able to built up code trees with root nodes on the higher linking levels, while small structures have their root nodes encoded on the lower linking levels. This provides an easy separation of small and large structures.
Since only local operations are used during the encoding and the linking procedure, strategies of parallel computation can easily be applied to produce the HSC on different sized transputer nets within some seconds 11 . Chips are already designed for our HSC-processor to encode images in real time 16 while work for a linking processor is in progress.
HSC-Based domain-independent Operations
Based upon the HSC, we implemented a set of operations which enables us to localize and to analyse code trees within the HSC-database. There are three basic operations: ROOT for finding root nodes, SEQU for building a leaves' sequence of a given code tree, and SHAPE for analysing the shape of a sequence of codeelements. Some more operations are already implemented like DNEIGHBOUR and CONNECT to deal with neighbouring structures. The whole set of operations enables a knowledge based analysis of scenes 8 . A brief description of the three most fundamental operations ROOT, SEQU, and SHAPE is given below, since they are also used for the analysis of traffic scenes.
Searching for root nodes
ROOT is used to search for all root nodes of code trees of a given structure type t within a set of resolution and linking levels (k min ≤k≤k max ; n min ≤n≤n max ). Additionally, a window defined by a polygon of coordinates can be used as a region of interest to minimize work for searching structures within larger ones. Since structures are often encoded on several resolution levels, we call the code tree of a structure in the most detailed resolution its "real" code tree and the others its "virtual" code trees. To improve the later evaluation, ROOT results in an ordered list of root nodes, each of them followed by its virtual ones.
Development of codeelement sequences
The root node of a code tree only supplies us with a coarse hint about the underlying structure, since the form and orientation m;ϕ of the codeelement on a high linking level are a very generalized description. With the operation SEQU, a more detailed analysis becomes possible. Starting at the root node of a code tree, SEQU descends top-down to the leaves of the tree at linking level 0. At this level, the contour of the structure is followed and a sorted list of its codeelements is delivered. Thus, SEQU is an inversion of the bottom-up linking process if the structure types "edge" and "line" are analysed. In the case of regions, the surrounding edge contour is provided. The resolution level and the length of the sequence already give us some idea about the proportions of the structure 7 .
Shape analysis of codeelement sequences
To make knowledge based object recognition possible, a symbolic description of a structure is necessary. The operation SHAPE gets as its input a sequence of codeelements which is developed by SEQU. The orientation of each codeelement is used to built up a table of orientations. In a second step, a so-called "table of bends" is produced by calculating the difference of the orientations of every pair of two succeeding codeelements. In the third step, sequences of bends with the same value are joined together and their lengths are summed up to a list of elementary descriptions which can be normalised to a length of one. This normalised list can be used for a comparison with a set of models of the most interesting elementary figures or with the model of an expected figure.
A typical application of these operations would be a call for ROOT and a repeated call of SEQU and SHAPE for every found root node. The implementation of the HSC-operations is done in OCCAM on a 20 MHz Transputer (T800). In typical scenes, a run-time of some milli-seconds in their sequential version was measured. Some of our future work will emphasize on parallelizing them.
Analysing Traffic Scenes
Above, we described a set of operations which can be easily used to detect elementary objects. Since we wanted to investigate how the HSC and its operations could be applied to the problem of traffic scene analysis, we concentrated on the interpretation of scenes from German autobahns, especially on the recognition of lane markings and traffic signs. The lane markings are used to compute a region of interest which typically contains the traffic signs. After explaining an algorithm for determining this region, our results in traffic sign recognition are presented. Thereby, the traffic signs are classified by their shape. Up to now, we do not work on their interpretation.
Determining road boundaries and the Region of Interest (RoI)
For the analysis of traffic signs we define an area in the image of a traffic scene where the signs are to be expected. This area is called RoI. In the following, we want to demonstrate an approach to specify and determine such a region. Once this region is determined for a certain image it can be used for following images of the same sequence, hence efficient search algorithms for traffic signs can be started. This method is based on the assumption that the vanishing point and the RoI will not change significantly between those images.
Starting point of the operations' chain is the HSC of the image without line and region code, i.e. only the edge information will be used for the computation. The following simplifying assumptions will be used for the RoI-determination problem: -the vehicle is on and oriented in the direction of the road -the vehicle is on the right lane of the road -a single camera is mounted on the right side of the vehicle's front -the road is flat, obstacle-free and almost straight with no intersections -the lighting is uniform in the scene -the lane markings are discernible from looking at ground features. These assumptions are quite reasonable and have been used in some of the existing techniques for road boundary detection in 6, 13, 14, 15 .
The images we are using in our research accomplish these assumptions the more since they are derived from autobahns. The algorithm for the RoI-determination problem consists essentially of two components:
-Extraction of important edge structures -Determination of the road boundary, the vanishing point and the RoI.
For continous lane markings, which are usually found on the right side of motorways, we normally find two longish, nearly parallel edge sequences in the HSC which will have a large codetree with the root of a high linking level. In most cases, they either melt into other edges (vehicles that cover parts of the lane marking) or meet near the vanishing point. But the edge sequences are not always continous, they can also disintegrate into several parts with small intersections among them. For dashed lane markers, we get cyclic edge sequences with two nearly parallel segments of almost equal length for each separate line segment.
This shows that it is necessary to develop an operation that can find straight segments in curved edge sequences instead of exclusively analysing complete code trees of the HSC. This operation is described in the next section. CUSTL receives an edge sequence provided by SEQU. The sequence consists of edge codeelements on linking level n = 0 and is stored in an array ordered 'naturally' (following the contour of the edge sequence). All the almost straight parts of this sequence are extracted by CUSTL if they exceed a given minimal length l min
The operation CUSTL (CUt STraight Lines)

Definitions:
Let P := (p 1 , p 2 ,...,p n ), with p i = (x i , y i ), and 0 ≤ x i ,y i ≤ 512 be the sequence of coordinates of n codeelements that represents the sequence to be analysed. Let a v ∈ be a approximately a fifth of l min . Small parts of the sequence of length a v are extracted and their orientations are compared. Let t ∈ + be the tolerance for the deviation from an ideal straight line. Let δ(p i , p j ) be the orientation of the line connecting the points p i and p j .
The main idea of the algorithm is to perform a smoothing of a variable intensity depending on a v . The sequence is worked through with two indices i, j=i+a v where each orientation α v =δ(p i , p j ) is examined whether it lies within the tolerance of an initial orientation α. α is the first orientation of the actual line segment. A large value of a v allows better toleration of local deviations from a straight line. 
Finding median straight lines
Now we discuss the next step of computation in which the edge segments of several sequences will be joined together in groups, where each group is represented by a straight line given as the median of these segments. The segments will be compared for collinearity, their slope and position of their affine hull. If certain tolerances are kept, they belong to the same group. This increases the robustness of the algorithm against interrupted edge-sequences
Determining the vanishing point
First, we figure out which two lines among the median straight lines represent the lane. Therefore, we divide the image by a vertical line in ratio 1:2 at its left side ( figure 5) . The left and right neighbouring lines give us the lane markings. Under the assumptions about the position and the direction of the car that we mentioned above this turned out to be sufficient for our purposes. Now, the vanishing point is in fact the intersection of those boundary lines.
Determining the RoI
As pointed out above, appearence of traffic signs is not possible at every position within the image. Now we will define the RoI, thus, the vanishing point becomes important. The RoI has the shape of a triangle, one corner is given by the vanishing point, the other two corner positions are determined empirically. They are positioned at the right image border, one 24% of the image's height below the upper border respectively the other 20% above the lower border of the image. This reduces the size of the area that has to be examined when searching for traffic signs to about 20% of the whole image's size. 
Methodology of analysing traffic signs
First, we built up a catalog consisting of the traffic signs which can occur in an autobahn surrounding and classified them by their colour, shape and their significance. In a second step, we took about 130 photos of typical scenes using this catalog and a systematic research was done manually, whereby the original photo and a graphical representation of the HSC was evaluated. A short overview about the interesting questions is given below:
-the class of the traffic sign, -the visibility, -the distance between car and sign and its size in the picture, -the linking level of the root node, -the shape of the structure, -its separability from the background,
Results on traffic sign recognition
On the basis of 141 grey-scale pictures, analysed in the above described way, some conclusions can already be drawn. As we expected, the quality of the encoding process depends much on the brightness and the contrast in the picture. Five different cases should be mentioned for red traffic signs, which need most attention, either circular or triangular shaped.
1. These traffic signs can be recognized down to a sign's diameter of 26 pixels which is a distance of approximately 30 meters with our equipment. Their contours are always encoded on a level k+n≥6 for k=0,1. Since there are only a few structures in natural scenes encoded on these levels, typically less than 50 and less than 20 in the RoI, fast and save access to their root nodes is guaranteed. The sequence delivered by the operation SEQU describes a well formed shape, neither split apart nor connected with structures of the background or other signs. The domain independent HSC-operations were successfully applied to this class of pictures.
2. The second case deals with traffic signs in a distance between 30 and 40 meters. Here, the surrounding edge grows together with the symbol of the sign. Down to a size of 22 pixels (40m), the sequences still include an almost cyclic part with a typical shape connected with other structures. This part can easily be extracted by computing the distances between codeelements, since for traffic sign detection we are only looking for cyclic structures. Thus, this class of pictures still can be analysed successfully.
3. In greater distances the quality of the edges gets worse very fast. Traffic signs in a distance greater than 40 meters can not be handled safely up to now. Too many different structures merge like there are the symbol of the sign, other signs, the post and the background. Nevertheless, there are some typical shapes visible further work will concentrate on.
4. Somehow astonishing is the fourth case. In a distance between 70 and 90 meters, which results in a size of 10 to 12 pixels, traffic sign detection is possible again. Since contrast is too low, details like the symbol on the sign are not encoded. The contour of the sign is isolated or, in some cases, it is connected with the post. Both of it can be detected again using the same methods as in the second case. Due to their small size, root nodes are found on level k=0; n=3.
5. Yet, traffic signs in a distance greater than 90 meters are too small to be detected securely.
The quantitative results of our work are listed in the tables below. Since they are much larger, sign-posts differ extremly from other traffic signs. Therefore, two tables are listed to handle both types of signs. The above described classification depends, of course, on the equipment. Using a telephoto lens would improve the results without changing our algorithms. The following figures show the extracted edges of a traffic sign at four different distances. and the detected contour of the sign. The figures are magnified and restricted to a small area of 50x125 pixels around the sign. Traffic sign detection is typically possible in one to two seconds when performed on a single processor. Parallelization can be done easily and very effectively by distributing the received root nodes to a processor net.
Conclusion
A unified approach for both road boundary detection and traffic sign recognition has been introduced. By analysing 141 scenes, fast and fairly robust examination has been proven. Our further work will mainly concentrate on three subfields. First, traffic sign detection has to become robust, especially for signs at a distance greater than 40 meters, and it has to become fast by parallelising the HSC-operations. Second, the interpretation of the signs will be investigated and third we will integrate our HSC-chips, their surrounding hardware, and a transputer network into a complete system for image analysis tasks. This system enables us to deal with sequences of images.
